SPORT SCRUB
MAINTENANCE / RECOAT PREP

Exceptional Recoating System
Environmentally Friendly

ITEM ID: sportscrb

Sport Scrub prepares wood sport floors by removing contaminants and aggressively cleaning prior to recoating. Use Sport Scrub with Advantage Coatings Tech’s waterborne and oil-modified gym floor finishes. It is a quick and easy system that works with an auto-scrubber or mop.

Characteristics
• Cleans up existing floor by removing black scuff marks and minor scratches, also provides optimum adhesion for new coatings.
• A fast system that can be used in an auto scrubber or with a mop.
• An easy, ready to use process that requires little to no training.
• Environmentally friendly.

Recommended Uses
Basketball, racquetball, volleyball, squash & badminton courts, multi-purpose gyms, stages, aerobic and dance floors.

Technical Data
VOC: does not exceed 2 grams per liter
pH: 7.0 – 8.0
Shelf Life: 1 year
Packaging: 5 gallon pail & 1 gallon plastic bottle
Clean Up: Water

Application Characteristics
Coverage Rate: 2,000 square feet per gallon
Defoaming: Excellent
Dry Time: 10 minutes
Application Tools: Microfiber mop, auto scrubber
Color: Blue (wet)
ADVANTAGE COATINGS TECHNOLOGIES: SPORT SCRUB

Advantage Coatings Tech products are produced using the highest quality ingredients. Our formulations are designed to provide exceptional performance and durability.

Before using read all directions and Safety Data Sheets (SDS). For Professional use only.
For technical advice call Advantage Coatings Tech: 303-499-1310

Sport Scrub has been formulated to prepare existing finish to optimize and help bond the new coating.

Recoating Floors – 1 or 2 coat finish system

Interview owner/custodial staff on types of floor cleaners used. Be certain floor is free from wax, oily residue and unapproved floor cleaners. These types of contaminations will limit the coatings adhesion characteristics and may cause finish failure. Prepare a test area if necessary.

Wet Scrubbing Method

1. Sweep floor thoroughly to remove all dirt and grit. Vacuum edges of floor to remove dirt from bottom of base. 2. Using an auto scrubber – Add ACT’s Sport Scrub to auto scrubber and wet abrade with a maroon pad (320 grit) or 150/180 grit screen (do not use anything more aggressive than a 150 grit screen). Make sure vacuum squeegee is operational and removing dirty solution from the floor. Using a buffer or swing machine – Spray or wet mop ACT’s Sport Scrub on the floor. Wet abrade with a maroon pad (320 grit) or 150/180 grit screen (do not use anything more aggressive than a 150 grit screen). Extract solution with wet vacuum before it dries. Dry abrading not necessary using this method.
3. Dry abrade with a maroon pad (320 grit) 4. Vacuum or use autoscrubber with clean water to remove dust. Tacking with an auto scrubber – add ACT’s Sport Scrub and clean entire floor. Wet tack with clean terry cloth towel. Tacking without an auto scrubber – use a larger microfiber mop or push broom with clean terry cloth towels. Tack with ACT’s Sport Scrub by wetting out the microfiber pad or terrycloth towel. Tack entire floor keeping the leading edge of the mop and rotate towels toward you to keep from redepositing the dirt. 5. Wipe down perimeter of the gym and base boards with clean terry cloth towels.

Finish Application

When completely dry follow and read all Advantage Coatings finish labels and Safety Date Sheets prior to application.

Maintainance

Always use Advantage’s Pro Sport Clean.
Visit advantagecoatingstech.com to download the latest maintenance procedures.

Stability and Storage

One year shelf life on unopened container. Store in a climate controlled environment at room temperature. Do not freeze.
Nonflammable

Note: There are no expressed or implied warranties, including warranties of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose. Buyers remedies are limited to replacement or refund of purchased price. Manufacturer assumes no liability for injuries, incidental or consequential damages. User shall determine suitability or product for intended use.